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Dear Editor

The 2013 Annual Communications Monitoring Report published yesterday by the CRTC 
and reported by Steve Ladurantaye was of interest but certainly no surprise. The fact 
that Canadian audiences are turning in increasing numbers to “on demand” internet 
broadcasting alternatives such as NetFlix is a highly predictable phenomenon. As the 
report indicates, people are utilizing their smart phones, tablets, and laptops to access 
an ever increasing assortment of alternative programming that may or may not include 
Canadian produced content.

My prediction would be that these numbers will continue to increase and will spike 
sharply with the eventual wide spread adoption of “Smart TVs” (Apple is rumored to be 
releasing one before Christmas).  Large monitors that will inevitably bring the search 
ability, recommendation systems, and functionality of the internet to the larger living 
room screen.  This eventuality will bring with it a torrent of available content - as most 
every website on the planet will have the capacity to broadcast in High Definition - and 
most western audiences will undoubtedly make ample use of this option.

As many pundits have now observed, this technological and social evolution will place 
conventional commercial cable broadcasters in a difficult position, and it may well 
threaten our currently protected and subsidized motion picture production industry.  Yet 
Canada will not be unique in this regard, in fact, all conventional broadcasters, 
Canadian, American and international, large and small will be met with the same 
fundamental challenges, and I predict that even Netflix will be at risk as it struggles to 
keep subscribers and content providers who can easily take their business elsewhere.
 
Without question we are witnessing the beginning of a tectonic shift in viewing behavior 
that may ultimately result in the slow demise of the 20th century paradigm of 
commercial motion picture broadcasting – at least as we have come to know it since the 
early 1950’s.  Although many may see this prospect as a threat, I believe Canada needs 
to embrace it. These coming changes constitute a substantive leveling of 
the telecommunications playing field.  The large national and multinational corporations 
that once dominated both motion picture production and distribution are quickly losing 
the technological and financial advantage that they once had. Consequently when we 
look at the same report from a different prospective it could also imply  a future where 
Canadian audiences may chose to watch exclusively Canadian content if it is well 
produced, relevant, and suits viewer tastes and interests, and if that content need not 
always be entertainment - it could easily be documentary, educational or cultural 
performance.
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 As the CRTC vice chairman Peter Menzies has rightly said of the emerging role of the 
CRTC "we can no longer define ourselves as gatekeepers in a world in which there may 
be no gates."   and he is absolutely correct in his assessment.  The gates that were 
erected so many years ago were designed mostly to keep American and other foreign 
content out.  But the gates have also kept Canadian content producers in.  This new 
emerging internet paradigm provides a world-wide market for even the most focused 
and eclectic of Canadian motion picture content.   If we Canadians can overcome our 
19th century “garrison mentality” and look at the world evolving outside our stockade we 
might not feel so threatened.  Like all other peoples of the globe, we in Canada may 
soon have the opportunity to make our observations, tell our stories, teach our lessons 
and express our culture to an expanding global audience, and if we are smart, we will 
develop a viable economy while doing it, because the internet also brings with it great 
opportunities for direct monetization and international commerce.
 
It will be of considerable interest to see the CRTC report next year, as this viewing trend 
escalates.  Will cries for increased cultural protectionism escalate as well? Undoubtedly, 
yes.  

As the gates of Canadian cultural protectionism continue to fall it will also be interesting 
to see if our flock of gifted and comparatively advantaged content producers will venture 
out into the new fresh pastures that technology is affording them - or if they will huddle 
in a corner waiting for the last bales of hay to be delivered by the government that has 
traditionally protected them?
 
In the coming years if anything inflicts a major downturn on the Indigenous Canadian 
motion picture content production industry, I predict it won’t be NetFlix or any other 
internet company  - it will likely be our national lack of foresight, innovation, and 
fortitude.

This CRTC report represents either the emergence of a grave threat or the revelation of 
a great opportunity.  Our collective reaction to the trends described within the report will 
be the ultimate indication of our true national character.

Regards

Doug Hardwick

Douglas Hardwick
Founder & CEO
mediAm digital distribution inc.
Vancouver, B.C.
E-mail: doughardwick@mediam.ca
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